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sun, the earth and you are made
world, one peace where you with me
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Hope knows no gun, no death.
- for you and me to share?
• one dig-ni - ty, one love!
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Unite Humanity, unite —

one fellowship on earth!

Too long we turned our back to peace,

too long life had no worth.

The sun, the earth and you are made,

to share, to wonder, not to hate.

Draw we not hope with our first breath ?

Hope knows no gun, no death.

Come brothers from the desert heat,

and from the icy shore,

let us together build one world,

and marching feet no fiore.

One world, one peace where you with me

can meet as brothers proud and free.

Is not the sun, the earth, the air

for you and me to share.

Your child, my child, is it not born

and nursed in love to live;

not handed down from Mount Sinai

one law: Receive to give ?

Come let us vow: Your son, my son

no longer shall embrace the gun.

Behold, one light shines from above —-

one dignity, one love !
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Unite Humanity, unite -
one fellowship on earth! 
Too long we turned our back to peace, 
too long life had no worth. 
The sun, the earth and you are made, 
to share, to wond~r, not to hate. 
Draw we not hope with our first breath? 
Hope knows no gun, no death. 

Come brothers from the desert heat, 
and from the icy shore, 
let us together build one world, 
and marching feet no r:iore. 
One world, one peace where you with 
can meet as brothers proud and free. 
Is not the sun, the earth, the air 
for you and me to share. 

Your child, my child, is it not born 
and nursed in love to live; 
not handed down from Mount Sinai 
one law: Receive to give ? 

Come let us vow: Your son, my son 

me 

no long~r shall embrace the gun. 
Behold, one light shines;from above -
one dignity, one love! 

William Hermanns 
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Unite Humanity Unite (P196) is a translation of William Hermanns Gedichte, Kommt 

Menschen last uns Brüder sein (G055) 

 

It is set to the same music as Kommt Menschen lasst uns Brüder sein. 

 
VR19791100 WHermanns Kommt Menschen lasst uns Brudern sein_choral_Kaltenengers Konzert_7m  

 

is a .wav file of the concert. 

 

Note by Ken Norton 

 

 




